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Award-Winning Business Strategist
Master Astrologer

Best-Selling Author
National Speaker

Top 10 Problems Enterpreneurs

Face Every Day

Using Astrology in Business

Intuitively Driven Intelligence

New Era of Leadership

Her Ground-breaking Do You

Know, Like and Trust Yourself®

Method for Success, Power and

Money 

SIGNATURE TOPICS

Kim’s mission is to guide business leaders to live

their soul mission. Kim’s strategy combines ancient

feminine wisdom, astrology and her 25+ years of C-

Suite experience to teach business leaders how to

become rich and powerful, make big impact and

leave their legacy.

Kim works with successful entrepreneurs who’ve

reached an upper limit in the mid-6 figures and

want to break through to 7 and 8-figures. They’re

looking for more certainty, better work-like balance

and increased fulfillment that aligns their work with

their deep values. 

SERVING LEADERS MAKING BIG IMPACT OVER        YEARS25 



media@kimwoods.com

www.kimwoods.com

+1-617-335-1219
Please feel free to reach

out to book her for your next event.

Kim’s been named one of the Top Female Entrepreneurs
disrupting the business world in 2022 by Entrepreneur
Magazine for her success-making Do You Know, Like and
Trust Yourself ® methodology, where she turns the well-
known sales and marketing know, like, trust factor inside
out to measure how you’re living your soul mission. She’s
created a quiz for you to assess where you are on your
soul mission, that approximately 22,305 people have
participated in, which has been heralded as
“groundbreaking”, “revolutionary” and ‘the difference
between success and failure”. 

Kim’s unique combination of stars + strategy in her annual
forecasts have been featured in 1,800+ media outlets.

In the corporate world, Kim’s led 150+ corporate
executives, overseen $65M in sales and influenced over
300,000 team members. 

In the entrepreneurial space, Kim's led 425+ high
performing entrepreneurs, grown client revenue by $84M+
and delivered over 3,300 hours of client program. 

MORE ABOUT KIM’S IMPACT

 “Millionaires don’t use astrology, 
billionaires do.” - JP Morgan 

Kim’s authored 9 books, been a
guest on 100+ podcasts, presented
over 450 hours in groups and on
stages and recently launched her
own “Your Star Path to Success”

Podcast. 
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